Stunning design, extraordinary performance. That’s what you’ll get from the Logitech Cordless MX Duo, the most advanced keyboard and mouse combination we’ve ever conceived.

We’ve taken our best keyboard/mouse combination and made it even better. How? By combining the award-winning Logitech MX™700 cordless optical mouse with our stylish, ultra-flat cordless keyboard.

Control music and videos from convenient keyboard buttons. Or take advantage of the extra function keys for smarter navigation through applications, files, web sites, and more. And enjoy the maintenance-free precision and convenience of the rechargeable cordless mouse.

- MX™ Optical Engine and Fast RF cordless technology deliver greater mouse accuracy and control on more surfaces than ever before
- Comfortable, contoured mouse shape fits snugly in right hand
- Ultra-flat, Zero-Degree Tilt™ keyboard design looks great and feels even better
- Customizable keys and mouse buttons let you control multimedia and give you fast access to applications and commands
- Convenient iNav™ wheel on keyboard delivers easier application and web navigation
- Windows and Macintosh compatible

Keyboard Features

- Eliminate the clutter with cordless freedom through multi-channel digital radio technology with secure encryption
- Enjoy total control of your movies and music directly from the keyboard
- Get comfortable with the keyboard’s ultra-flat Zero Degree Tilt™ design
- Switch applications quickly with convenient extra buttons
- Access favorite web sites and applications with one-touch hot keys
- Get instant access to your images, music, documents and common commands via enhanced function keys
- Make scrolling easier with the unique iNav wheel
Mouse Features

- New benchmark in optical systems combines high resolution and high frame rate to achieve superior performance
- Ground-breaking new MX™ optical engine captures more data every second, measuring even the smallest movement
- Advanced digital radio technology provides the performance of a corded USB device within a six-foot range
- Rapid charge base station combines both receiver and charger in one to ensure that your mouse is always ready for work (or play)
- Cruise Control™ system combines two buttons with scroll wheel to ease scrolling through long documents or web sites
- Quick Switch Program Selector moves you between active documents and programs
- Two thumb buttons let you move forward or backward between pages
- Sleek contoured shape fits snugly into your right hand

What’s In the Box?

- Logitech Cordless Elite™ keyboard
- Logitech Cordless MX™700 Optical Mouse
- Receiver/charging base
- AC power supply
- USB to PS/2 adapter
- 2 AA NiMH rechargeable batteries
- 2 AA alkaline batteries CD with software, comfort guidelines and User's Guide
- Quickstart Guide
- 5-year limited hardware warranty

System Requirements

- IBM®-compatible or Macintosh system
- Windows®98, Windows®NT 4.0, Windows®2000, Windows®Me, Windows®XP or Mac® OS X
- Available USB or PS/2 keyboard port and PS/2 mouse port
- CD-ROM drive

For Internet and email functionality

- An Internet account Netscape Navigator 4.0 or higher, or Microsoft® Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher, or America Online®4.0 or higher

For multimedia control

- Sound card and speakers